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AP readers look for three 

elements

1. Did the student answer the question.

2. Did the write’s point remain clear?

3. Did the student use examples?



Use three examples?

 “You absolutely must include a minimum of three quotations in the synthesis essay” (94).

 “In rhetorical analysis, [Q2] provide the grader (reader) with quoted evidence from the 

passage for the points you are making” (94).

 “… in the general argument [Q 3], if you do not have specific examples, your essay will 

receive no more than a lower –half score” (94).



Grammar = fluent not perfect

If grammar errors compromise control of writing, your grade will decrease.



Voice

“Be natural. Write like yourself” (94). The best version of 

yourself!

Add some figurative language, personification, similes. 

Add an idiom.



Synthesis purpose

Ensure writer can present and support an argument.

Examines writer’s ability to consider and support a rational 

argument.

Evaluates writer’s ability to “absorb, understand, and employ 

several sources on the same topic” (95).

Tests writer’s ability to properly cite sources used directly 

(quoted) or indirectly (paraphrased).



Process

“Your argument should be central. The sources should support this argument. Avoid summarizing sources” (95). 
– Instructions often state this.  

This means that bringing in your own examples in a synthesis (just as you do for  Q3 argumentative essay) 
demonstrates that you can present your own stance. It also will help you avoid simply summarizing the sources.

Follow instructions. Attack the prompt. What is it asking you to do? If it states “synthesize at least three of the 

sources for support,”  you must quote or paraphrase at least three separate sources in the essay. “You cannot 
have an upper-half score” without the required three sources (96). 

Quickly Brainstorm any opinion you may have about the topic, examples that come to mind, outline of how 

you might structure the essay.

Then begin reading. 



Reading and annotating

Annotate for:

 Bias?

 Publication date relevant?

 Position/stance of author?- thesis

 Intended audience?

 “Quotable” phrases to use in essay? – pay attention to what you initially agree and disagree with 

to use for support in your essay.

 READING EVERY SOURCE IS NOT ALWAYS NECESSARY.

 If you read five sources and have enough to support your claim, start writing. If not, read more.

 You do not guarantee a better score by having more sources than required.



Cite properly

 MLA is not necessary (although you should not be surprised if you see MLA 
citations on the MC portion of the exam).

 Refer to source as:

Source A “Bob Blah Blah blahs about blah blah” (Source A).

OR

o Source’s last name “Bob Blah Blah blahs about blah blah” (Smith).

OR

Jenny Smith suggests that (paraphrased quote here).

OR

Source A suggests that (paraphrased quote here).



Thesis Examples for Synthesis 
Example prompt:
Carefully read the following sources. 
Then synthesize information from each 
source  and incorporate into a 
coherent, well-developed essay that 
argues a clear position on whether 
education is the solution to violence.

Example 1: Ultimately, increasing society’s emphasis on academic learning and 
teaching moral values at home can solve problems related to violence because…

Example 2: “Although violent crime may inherently [exist] in places of poverty, it 
can [decrease significantly] if society increases its focus on school funding which 
can lead to fewer crimes and better lives.”  

-Alan J.

Example 3: “In order to lower crime and incarceration rates in America, [society] 
must …[redesign its] high school educational system to increase graduation rates.”

-Sam K.

Example 4: “Although education will not completely eradicate violence, improving 
education (through – and -) leads to a reduction in violence [because]…” 

- Rachel P.


